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Research in Dentistry: Introduction

Research in dentistry cannot be separated from biological research as a whole. This is exemplified by the first two papers in this issue of *British Medical Bulletin*, which deal with prenatal factors affecting the human dentition: J. A. Sofaer has, in recent years, brought new knowledge of genetics to bear upon problems associated with the teeth, and the admirable researches of David Poswillo have illuminated dark corners of embryopathy in a variety of forms, even though they took origin in the study of cleft palate specifically.

In the last 20 years there has been a steady increase in the volume of dental research carried out in the UK, a development reflecting the concern aroused by the continuing toll of dental disease. This is a phenomenon particularly evident in urban communities but is by no means peculiar to developed countries nor even, as P. M. C. James has shown in his paper, to modern